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Foodleap.com
We welcome you to Foodleap,
a data- and community-driven platform.
All you need to maximise your contribution to the
Food system transition: Global market intelligence,
Communities, Business opportunities, Partners and
Shared Facilities.
The food system must change rapidly in order to provide
food security available to ten billion people in the year
2050.
Together we can make a leap forward!
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Get started
1. Please see the video tutorial.
2. You have received an Foodleap invitation mail with a link to this page.
3. Choose a password and agree to the terms of use and the privacy policy.
A good password consists of at least:

•
•
•

6 characters
1 digit and 1 special character
1 capital letter
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Create an account
Give a brief description of yourself and
your expertise and motivation, you
make it easier to find interesting people
or to be found yourself.
You can change that information later.
The expertise and motivation are fixed
values, so it is best to choose the value
that most matches what you want.
After confirmation you successfully
created an account, you can login via
foodleap.com.
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Login issues?
Forgot your password?
Request a reset password
via the link.
Forgot the email address
you used for the login?
Please send a request for
the email address to
info@foodleap.com
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Modify my profile
4
2

1

1. Click on the button “Update your profile“
2. Adjust the information you entered during onboarding
where necessary.
3. Add your LinkedIn, Instagram or Twitter profile
4. Upload a profile picture by clicking on the avatar
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Profile settings
1. Notification settings determine how often you get
notifications and through which channel.
2. "In app" means a pop-up plus a mention in the overview
of notifications
3. "E-mail" means by e-mail either every day, weekly,
or not at all.
4. Via "password and security" you can create a new
password. You can also link a new email address to
your user profile.
You can also delete your user profile. All your user
data will be deleted, but the linked actors will remain.

1

4
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Profile settings
1. By linking actors to your user profile, you become the
administrator of the information of those actors.
It is quite possible that the Foodleap team has already
linked you to an actor.
You can link multiple actors and multiple types of actors to
your user profile. The best strategy to do this is
to check if the actor is already present on the platform.
2. If the actor doesn't already exist, add it via your personal
user profile

1
2
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Notifications
1

1. Click on the bell at the top right
2. By clicking on each notification, you will be
taken to the place where that notification is
about. For example, when it comes to a new
announcement, you go to that new
announcement.
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Focus Area
1

1. Select the Focus Area in menu and choose
2. Overview of the number of actors
3. Most relevant articles
4. Latest updated actors (list and map)

2

3

4
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What is the Message Board?
1. Search the Message Center
2. Add something yourself
3. Get more information about the message and
the poster
4. Interact with other people's messages or
respond

1
2
6
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5

5. Customize your own posts
6. Use the filters
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How to add an announcement or event?
1. Click the text or the icons

1

2. Choose the right tab (announcement or event)
2

3. Enter a title

3

4. Enter a description (you can format the text if you want)
5. You can optionally add tags
6. You can link the post to a community, making it visible only
for that community
7. You can add an image

4

5
6
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Accessing and selecting Intelligence
1. Click on “Intelligence” in the top bar
2. You can see the different trend monitors that are available
3. If you click the “Follow” button, you subscribe to a weekly or daily email digest of the most relevant
content of that trend monitor. You can set the frequency of that email in your notification settings.

1

3
2
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Find documents in the Knowledge Base
1. Click on "Knowledge base" at the top right
2. Use the search bar or filter to find a document
3. Click "View" to see the document OR on "Share" to share it with other users on the platform via Message Board
1
2

3
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How do I start a 1-on-1 conversation?
1

1. Go to the Message Board and make a post
2

2. Or click on "Start Conversation“
3. In the conversation screen you can then post
your message.

3
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Get started in a Community
1. Please see the video tutorial.
2. You have received an Foodleap invitation mail with a link to this page.
3. Choose a password and agree to the terms of use and the privacy policy.
A good password consists of at least:

•
•
•

6 characters
1 digit and 1 special character
1 capital letter
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Access your Personal Home or a Community
When you log in to the platform for the first time, you will
automatically be taken to your “Personal Home”
Click on the “Avatar" button at the top right
Click Personal Home
Click Community (in this example “Personalised Nutrition”)
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Personal Home
1. Overview of your profile, your actors, shared facilities, your
communities.
2. Inspire: Portfolio’s of actors selected by Owners as
inspiration for the Users

1

2

3

3. Interact: announcements and events that are targeted to
the general audience (not community)
4. Inform: trend monitors selected by Owners
5. Relevant taxonomies (to select actors) and keywords (to
select information). They indicate, based on your actors,
which other information may be of interest for you.

5

4
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What information is in an actor profile?
Description

Your role

A compelling, clear description of your

The role in the value chain, innovation fields

organisation

or ecosystem

Website

Contact

An URL of your website along with other

The contact details.

social media

When you are invited to join Foodleap, you may have been linked to an existing actor profile. This actor profile
has already been curated by Foodleap. You can modify the actor profile.
The Actor profile not only ensures that you are easier found but also allows the platform to fill in certain things
for you (e.g. logo, website screenshot, address)
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How to edit my Actor profile?
1. If you click on "Edit", the editing screen will
open.
2. If you click on the black bars, another part will
unfold.

1

2
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Definitions Actor categories
Academia & educational institute
Association
Cluster organisation
Employee
Enabler
Entrepreneur
Healthcare
Incubator / accelerator
Investment firm / investor / fund
Projects
Public agency / government
Retail / out-of-home

Service Provider
Shared facility
Supplier / Producer
Technology Provider

An organization active in education and academic research.
A group of people organized for a joint purpose.
A cluster is a regional ecosystem of related industries and competences, featuring a broad array of inter-industry
interdependencies. A Cluster Organization is a legal entity which provides support for the sake of the cluster.
A person who works for another in return for financial or other compensation.
Plays an orchestrator or supporter role in the ecosystem.
A person who organizes, operates, and assumed the risk for a business venture.
Provides a role in the healthcare industry, such as hospitals, healthcare insurances, pharmaceutical industry.
An organisation that is dedicated to helping new ventures grow and evolve into successful entities of their own. They do this by
providing access to mentorship, investors, workspace or other support.
A corporation, trust, or person engaged in the business of investing the pooled capital of investors in financial securities.
A project is a temporary endavour, undertaken to create a unique service or result.
Either a governmental organization or a public agency; a board, commission, or other organization, established by government
but not part of a government department, that has been given responsibility to perform a public function.
A business that sells goods to the public in relatively small quantities for use or consumption rather than for resale. The out-ofhome food environment includes, restaurants, takeaway, food delivery services and retail outlets (grocery, convenience stores,
speciality stores).
A service provider provides organizations with services like consulting, legal, real estate, marketing & communication, storage,
distribution, or other services. This includes commercial research institutes as well.
A Shared Facility is research equipment, technology, or other facility offered for rent by a third party on Foodleap.
Typically produce primary products, ingredients, semi-finished or finished products. They can use technologies developed by
Technology Providers
A technology provider develops, produces, and sells technology and/or software applications that is used in the business or
manufacturing processes of the client. Includes smart tech, machinery and engineering.
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How to complete my Actor profile?
1. You can add a description

1

2. You can fill in the role in the value chain,
innovation domains, ingredients and products by
simply checking the boxes.
These values are used in the filters helping other
users to find actors on the platform quickly
You can add the digital media links of the actor.

2
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How to complete my Actor profile?
Complete contact details.
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How to add images to my Actor profile?
1

1. You click add images
2. Enter a title, description, and tag.
3. Indicate whether you want to use this image as a
"spotlight" in the list of Offers / Spaces

3

4. Indicate whether you want to use this image as a
banner (instead of the map at the top)

2

5. Choose and upload an image

3
4

Finally click "ADD" under the edit page

5

4
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How to adapt images to my Actor profile?
1

1. You click on "Manage Images"
2. Click the pencil for editing or the trash can for removal.
3. Decide whether you want to make this image public or
not.

4

2

4. Indicate whether you want to use this image as a
"spotlight" in the list of Offers / Spaces
5. Indicate whether you want to use this image as a
banner (instead of the card at the top)
Click “Update Resource" at the bottom

3
4
5

3
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Find the facility you need
1

1. In the bar at the top, click on “Shared Facilities“
2. Choose the filters by selecting filters
(by default you will see all actors)
3. Behind "All" there are still filter options

2
4

4. Reset filters by clicking "All“
5. Actors appear in the list or on the map.
6. Note also the “Add New Shared Facility” button.
How do I find one specific Shared Facility?
Type the name in the search bar at the top of the
page. You will see proposals for actors, shared facilities
and content that contain the search term.

6
5

3
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How to add a Shared facility?
Please see the video tutorial.
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Terminology
Ecosystem

All organisations, persons and facilities active in food transition. Their profiles are displayed on the
Foodleap platform.

User

People with access and password to the platform.

Actor

Any entity displayed on the platform. This can be an organisation, a person, a sole proprietorship, a
project, a shared facility.

Profile

The passport of an actor. It contains all the information that is useful to let the ecosystem know who it is
about and what the characteristics of that actor are.

Shared Facilities

Here you can find and share research equipment, facilities and technologies to speed up innovation and
maximise productivity.

Knowledge base

Here you can find relevant resources, like reports, slides, and recordings.

Community

A safe environment where you can partner up on your ideas and find inspiration from other community
partners. The community is mix of cross-sectoral organisations working on the same topic.

Focus area

Communities are usually accompanied by one or more focus areas, where you can find market
intelligence, associated actors (organisations) and new developments, insights and business opportunities
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Need help?
1. FAQ page or you can give feedback
1

2. You can also use the support email address (info@foodleap.com) at the bottom of the page.
2

